Into The
Unknown

Station Launches In A PPM Universe

D

iaries started giving way to meters almost five years ago, but only three
Country stations have launched into the largely mysterious and uncharted
waters of a PPM format flip – all in the last 18 months. So what, if
anything, is different about starting a Country station in this brave new world? In
some ways, quite a bit. Country Aircheck asked several of those both in and out of
the format for help navigating this great unknown. But first, some background:
FUND THE MENTAL LISTS
WJVC, Inc.’s WJVC/
Most who’ve birthed a
Nassau pulled the plug
station in PPM agree that
on AC in Januar y 2011.
the fundamentals haven’t
Late last year, CBS
changed much. “It’s not
Radio’s AC WLTE/
all that different,” says Jeff
Minneapolis became
Kapugi, CBS Radio’s VP/
KMNB (BUZ’N)
Country and WUSN/Chicago
Christmas Day, taking on
PD, who oversaw the BUZ’N
Clear Channel’s longtime
Jeff Kapugi
sign-on. “You still need a good
market powerhouse,
brand to start.” Kapugi points out that the
KEEY. One week later, Cumulus
Minneapolis launch was his first in PPM.
AC WNNF/Cincinnati ushered in
BUZ’N declared its intentions one
2012 with a New Year’s Day flip to
week before the change after weeks
Countr y, challenging Hubbard’s
of holiday music as an AC. “There
consistently top-three-ranked
were a handful of industry folks that
WUBE. Away from this format, it’s
said we were wrong to announce
practically been the Wild West, with
one week in advance,” Kapugi
29 flips in the top 10 markets since
says. “But we knew using Lite-FM’s
PPM debuted. While Countr y’s
monster Christmas cume was the best
experience is limited, there are
marketing we could do. So what if
plenty of applicable examples.

we gave the market a week to shore
up their stations? The pros clearly
outweighed the cons on that one.”
WNNF started by doing what legions
of new stations have over the years: a
sneak attack with 10,000 songs in a row.
The music promise is great fit for PPM
methodology, says Radiocrunch Partner
Anthony Acampora, whose company
provides analysis and consulting services
for radio stations. “One of the big
advantages to a PPM launch is taking an
underperforming station that isn’t billing
and giving them the ability to come in with
reduced or zero commercial content,”
he says. “That limited commercial load
enables the attacker to get a lot of tune-ins
immediately and build cume faster.”
Another crucial, time-honored basic of
format-flipping is unchanged, according
to Coleman Insights VP Chris Ackerman.

“You have to be careful about launching
something without the wherewithal to
promote and market it, especially against
a well-entrenched
incumbent,” he says.
BUZ’N covered
that base, too. In
addition to the
existing Christmas
audience of
more than one
million, CBS came
Chris Ackerman
with a heavy Q1
marketing commitment using TV, digital
outdoor and a digital indoor campaign
at the Mall of America. The station
debuted in January with a 5.3 (6+) to
rank sixth, outcuming KEEY.
Dramatic strategic adjustments from
a diary launch may not be necessary,
but there can be tactical changes. “The
methodology between PPM and the
diary requires some stop-set placement
adjustments,” says Cumulus SVP/
Programming Mike McVay. “But it hasn’t
impacted how a station is launched.”
INFORMATION OVER LORD
If anything differs from diary flips, it’s
what happens before the launch behind
the scenes. “You can’t have weeks of ‘just
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A Tale Of Three Cities
KMNB (BUZ’N)/Minneapolis: After a
strong January debut, the station has
leveled a bit, shifting 5.0-4.9-4.7 (6+)
but remaining among the top seven.
BUZ’N continues to evolve, with air
talent gradually being added since
February. Kris Valentine joined for
afternoons, followed by Tricia “TJ”
Jenkins. “It’s all about getting the
right people on the air,” says Kapugi.
“Our plan was to have our prime
talent on by summertime and, with the
recent addition of Paul Koffy to morning drive in
May, we have accomplished our goal.”
Still to come for BUZ’N: The station’s full-time PD. Former
Top 40 KDWB/Minneapolis PD Rob Morris is waiting out
a non-compete at CBS Radio’s Rhythmic Top 40 WJHM/
Orlando. He’ll join in July, becoming yet another Top
40 programmer to go Country. In the interim, veteran

Into The
Unknown
OK’ execution anymore,” Ackerman says.
“Operators are more buttoned-down on
the front end; there’s more rehearsing
and even weeks of sample logs being
done. The old days of deciding on Friday
and throwing it on the air Monday is
largely going by the wayside.” Adds
Kapugi, “With all the data available –
thanks to meter counts, and weekly and
monthly metrics – the decision to change
might be a little easier in PPM.”
Once underway, the reams of
available PPM data allow stations to
measure performance on a granular
level almost immediately. “In the diary
world, you have to wait three months
before getting any real info,” says
Kapugi. “In PPM you can gauge within
a few weeks of launch by looking at
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the meter counts and then a true
weekly. We knew [BUZ’N] was going
to be successful after the first weekly.”
“If you appear to be getting off to
a slow start, that warning system is
helpful on both sides,” says Jacobs
Media President Fred Jacobs. “There’s
a tendency when it’s coming at you
to say, ‘Well, there’s not a buzz, the
phones aren’t ringing, so nothing
is happening.’ [In fact,] all kinds of
things could be happening.”
Fast data doesn’t necessarily
dictate fast reactions. “Whatever
change is made, you need 30 days
to see its effectiveness,” cautions
McVay. “PPM allows for that type
of clarity.” Ackerman, meanwhile,
suggests waiting 90 days or more
before acting on anything. “The
audience moves through three
phases: awareness, comprehension
and activation,” he says, noting that
the reality probably isn’t seen for 2652 weeks. “You have to let months of
this data aggregate before you really
know what you have.”
That’s tough, however, especially for

“

programmer Kevin Metheny has been overseeing day-to-day
operations since BUZ’N debuted in December.
WNNF/Cincinnati: Born New Year’s Day 2012, WNNF
opened with 10,000 songs and positioned as “94-1 Great
Country, the ‘90s to Now.” The positions echoes the one employed
widely across Cumulus and is a musical point of differentiation to
Hubbard’s crosstown WUBE, which is much more current-based.
WNNF debuted at 1.6 in January and has since held steady,
showing 1.8-1.7-1.7 in its last three PPM monthlies.
WJVC/Nassau: “Honestly, we didn’t know what to expect,”
says PD Phathead, of the station’s January 2011 sign-on. “We
weren’t sure about the country fans out here. All we knew
was there was a hole in the market for country music and we
were about to fill it. We didn’t really think PPM or diary. We
just wondered if people wanted country music on Long Island
because it hadn’t been here in 10 years. Let’s play hits and see
what happens.” After opening with 0.6 in January 2011, ‘JVC
eventually improved to a 2.5 by that July. The station has since
leveled, consistently posting in the upper 1s or low 2s.

across the street at WMMR, you could
Kapugi believes it’s possible to be both
see it instantly. PPM was excellent at
patient and cut bait when necessary.
capturing the rise of this station. It was
“That’s easy when you can clearly see
things aren’t working out. But you can also the first time we’d ever seen a startup
tracked in PPM. It was spectacular and
exercise patience when you see a demo
went a lot faster than any of us could
that is being under-sampled,” he says.
imagine. We were used to seeing it in
In spite of programmers being
Arbitrends, but now we were seeing it
supplied a nonstop dose of ratings TMI
at Mach 3. WMMR is still a great brand,
on a weekly basis, we’re still a long way
too, and withstood the launch, but ‘RFF
from the TV model, where a new show
continues to be strong today.
can be canceled after several episodes.
“I think the Merlin start-ups in both
“When people commit to a format
New York and Chicago
changes, they see it through,”
are good examples
Ackerman says. “I don’t know
of stillbirths,” Jacobs
of any stories in a PPM market
continues. “A lot of hype
where something was blown up
and hoopla, and then
after 120 days.”
nothing happens. With
Acampora says stations have
News or spoken-word,
to consider what they put their
you could say it takes the
sales department through.
audience longer to find
“They have to have credibility
Mike McVay
it, but with both stations
on the street. Tweaks are one
there have already been considerable
thing, but making wholesale changes?”
personnel, emphasis and philosophical
At WJVC, PD Phathead doesn’t
changes. That has to be from not seeing
look at weeklies, primarily because his
results in PPM week after week. It’s an
station is not an Arbitron subscriber.
example of PPM confirming that there’s
He takes a more organic, long-term
not a ‘there’ there.”
approach. “This company doesn’t have

If our brand is threatened and there are
steps we can take that don’t compromise
the strategy, we should take them.

a philosophy of nit-picking the numbers
programmers who are jumpy by nature
every day; this isn’t rocket science.”
and want to fix any vulnerability instantly.
He also says Facebook was a huge
Ackerman didn’t name names, but knows
component of the station’s launch.
of two programming VPs who forbid PDs
“That and our website
to look at weekly information.
helped us get this off the
“What people need to
ground. We had a lot of
understand is whether you have
likes very quickly: In 16
an issue with your product or
months we have about
the sample, which is constantly
7,200 likes on our page,
changing,” Acampora says.
and we think that’s pretty
“One person going on vacation
good. It’s really been
can upset listening patterns.
guerrilla street marketing.”
Look at Spring Break in a lot of
Phathead
That’s another piece
markets or a Monday holiday,
of the station launch
when people don’t go to work.
If you’re a Country station relying on that curriculum that never existed before –
“the one that roars on in social media,”
midday 25-54
Jacobs says. “There are things stations
workplace meter holder, that one day
can do, either on attack or on defense in
affects your numbers.”
a social media setting, that can be pivotal
depending on which side you’re on.”
KEEP THE CHANGE
Two out-of-format flips offer lessons.
“You have to calm down,” Jacobs
“Philadelphia was the first PPM market
agrees. “[But] if our brand is threatened
and there are steps we can take that don’t and the first launch was WRFF, the
Clear Channel Alternative station that
compromise the strategy, we should take
came on jockless and with a real small
them. I’ve seen too many cases where the
commercial load,” Jacobs says. “Being
station being attacked waits too long.”

—FRED JACOBS

”

THE LONELIEST NUMBER
After almost five years of PPM
and with Country in a strong music
cycle with solid shares, is it surprising
that only three stations have jumped
into the format in a PPM market?
What gives? “This is just conjecture
on my part,” Ackerman says. “But
there is an incumbent in most of
these markets, and there may be a
concern about less opportunity to
differentiate in Country, which is
fairly homogenous. Maybe that lack
of perceived maneuvering room
musically is one reason.”
Acampora sees other factors in
PPM markets, which tend to be bigger
cities. “As these markets get more
Hispanic on the young end, more
ethnic overall and the white audience
gets older, it’s going to be harder to
launch Country unless there’s a huge
life group like in Minneapolis,” he
says. “What we recommend to clients
is not to go in just to spoil somebody
else. Go in there believing you have
something viable.”
CAC

